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ABSTRACT 
The concept of an EP matrix is extended to a morphism of a category cg with 
involution. It is shown that an EP morphism has a group inverse iff it has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse, and in this case the inverses are identical. On the other hand, 
if a morphism has a Moore-Penrose inverse that is a group inverse, then ~ is a full 
subcategory of a category in which ff is EP. Also, if cg is an additive category with 
involution * and with *-biproduct factorization, then a morphism ot q~ of ~ is EP i[t 
there is a *-biproduct I~K and an invertible morphism O: 1--* ] such that q> is 
congruent to a morphism of the form 
00):]~gK--*J~K. 
(0 
In particular, a square matrix over a principal-ideal domain with involution is EP iff it 
is congruent to a matrix of the form dg(8,0) with 0 invertible. 
INTRODUCTION 
The concept of an EP matrix was introduced by H. Schwerdtfeger [28, p. 
130] in 1950. Since then the subject has received considerable attention in the 
literatttre. (See, for example, [2, p. 163], [4, p. 31], [5, p. 74], [13, p. 242], [16], 
[17], [18], [20, p. 584], [21], [22], [23, p. 674].) 
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In this paper the concept of an EP matrix is extended to a morphism of a 
category c~ with involution. In particular, it is shown that if ~ has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse 0 ~, then c~ is a full subcategory of a category in which 
4 is EP iff 44 ~ = 0~4. This result generalizes a well-known characterization f 
EP matrices due to M. H. Pearl [23]. If c~ is a category with (epic, monic) 
factorization, then we also provide several other characterizations of those 
morphisms that are EP and that have Moore-Penrose inverses: specifically, we 
extend a recent theorem of Ar. Meenakshi [17, p. 161]. Finally, if c~ is an 
additive category with involution, then we give conditions which provide an 
extension of another characterization of EP matrices: a morphism with 
*-biproduct factorization is EP iff it is congruent to a morphism of the form 
(00 00), where 0 is invertible. (See [28, P. 131], [23, p. 674], and [16, p. 49].) 
The reader is referred to [24] and [25] for the preliminaries and back- 
ground of this present paper. 
1. GROUP INVERSES 
Let ¢p: X ~ X be a morphism of a category T, and let X x be the full 
subcategory of c~ determined by X. Then ~b is said to have a group inverse 
provided that there is a morphism 4~* of X x such that 
44 4 = 4,  4 44 -- 4 = 4 4. 
If such a q~* exists, then it is unique and is called the group inverse of 4. (See, 
for example, [2, p. 162], [8], [9, p. 120], [19, p. 273]; we note that the group 
inverse is the Drazin inverse of index at most 1 [7].) 
THEOREM 1. Let (¢~1, Z,42) be an (epic, monic) factorization of a 
morphism O: X ~ X through an object Z of  a category. Then the fi~llowing 
statenumts are equivalent: 
(1) 4 has a group inverse 4~ : X --~ X. 
(2) 4241: Z --* Z is invertible. 
(3) (¢Pl, Z,42¢~) and (4¢p1, Z,¢~2) are both essentially unique (epic, 
monic ) factorizations of 42. 
In this case, (41, Z, 42) is an essentially unique (epic, monic ) factoriza- 
tion of  4 and 
4 ~= 41(4241) 242. 
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Proof. (1) ~ (2): Suppose that q) has a group inverse ~.  Then 
oa(o o- ,l), ,xo2 = = 
Since ~1 is epic and ~b 2 is monic, then (q)2ff=%l)~2~l = i z. Similarly, 
q)2dpl(q52q)~2q)~) --- 1 z. That is, q~2dp~ is invertible with i nverse  ~2¢2(/)1 . 
(3) --* (2): Suppose that (qSx, Z, ~2(~) and (q)q51, Z, ~52) are both essentially 
unique (epic, monic) factorizations of (k 2. Then there is an invertible ~ : Z ~ Z 
such that q51~" = ~(/)1 = ~1q)2~1 and ~02 = ~2q 5= ¢)z~lq52. In particular, since q51 
is epic, ~" = ~2~1, and q52q) 1 is invertible. 
(2) --) (1): If 02q)1 is invertible, then by direct calculation and by use of the 
equations that define the group inverse, q5 ~ = 0 x(~Z~l)-202- 
(2) ~ (3): Let ~z~l be invertible. Since ~2 = ¢~1"~2~ with (~2~x)- ~"  qs~ 
= lz  = q)z0" q)~(q)2qs~) -2, then q)~ is a retraction, ~0 is a coretraction and by 
[25, Lemma 1], (~ ,  Z, q)zq)) is an essentially unique (epic, monic) factoriza- 
tion of ~2 through Z. Similarly, (q)Ol, Z, q52) and (~,  Z, qsz) are essentially 
unique (epic, monic) factorizations of q5 ~ and q~, respectively, through Z. • 
EXn~PLE 1.1. In the category Jgz /sz  of finite matrices over the field of 
integers modulo 5, the following table provides a tabulation of some group 
inverses, where the failure of the group inverse to exist is indicated by a 
blank: 
4 1 2 4)(1 0) 
O) (11 O) (4 ~) 
In particular, since 
(1 :)an  is an (epic, monic) factorization of 1 
(1,4)(11)=(0),  
then the group inverse fails to exist. 
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ExnMP~.E 1.2. Let cg consist of one object X and two morphisms 
lx :X- -*X and , :X~X with f f -~=~.  Since lx .qS=~.~=, - lx  and 
, ~ I x, then ,  is neither epic nor monic; in particular, ~ does not possess an 
(epic, monic) factorization, yet q~ = ~. 
EXnMI'LV. 1.3. One of the factorizations of statement (3) in Theorem 1 is 
not sufficient to provide the other. This may be shown by taking ¢~ : X --, X to 
be a morphism of a category with the property that ~ is a retraction but is 
not monic. Then (¢p, X, lx)  is an (epic, monic) factorization of dp. Since 
,2 = ,2.1× and ,z is a retraction, then (q~2, X, Ix) is an essentially unique 
(epic, monic) factorization of ,2; however, since lx ,  = ,  is not monic, 
( , ,  X, l x ,  ) is not an (epic, monic) factorization of ,2; alternatively, lxq5 is 
not invertible. 
2. MOORE-PENROSE INVERSES 
Let , :  X ~ X be a morphism of a category such that the full subcategory 
X x determined by X is a category with involution *. (See, for example, [25, 
p. 131].) Then ,  is said to have a Moore-Penrose inverse provided that there 
is a morphism ,~ of X x such that 
If such a ,~ exists, then it is unique and is called the Moore-Penrose inverse of 
q>. (See, for example, [25, p. 132].) 
THEOREM 2. Let , : X ~ X be a morphism of a category such that the 
full subcategory X x determined by X is a category with involution *. I f  
(,1, Z,*2) and (,~, Z*,,v2a,*~j are (epic, monic) factorizations o f ,  and ep*~ 
respectively, then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) , has a Moore-Penrose inverse ~. 
(2) *~*x and *~*~ are invertible. 
(3) ( ~1, Z, *2**) and ( q~**, Z *, ,~ ) are essentially unique (epic, nugnic )
factorizations of  ***, and (~*'1, Z,~2) and (,'~, Z* , ,~)  are essentially 
unique (epic, monic ) factorizations of  ***. 
In this case, (q~x, Z, ,~)  and (0"1, Z*,q~) are essentially unique [epic, 
monic ) factorizations o f*  and **, respectively, and 
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Proof. (1) ~ (2): See [25, Theorem 2, p. 134]. 
(1) --* (3): Given (1), by [25, Theorem 2], q% q~, q~q~T, ~*~1 are retractions, 
and * * ~2, d~2, q~2d~ , d~dp are coretractions; therefore, by [25, Lemma 1], state- 
ment (3) holds. 
(3) --* (2): Since ~1" q~2q ~* = q~* * * = d?q~l' ~2, statement (3) implies the ex- 
istence of an invertible ~: Z ~ Z* such that dpl~ = q~dp~ = q~lq~2~. Since q51 is 
epic, then ~ = ~2~T. That is, ~2~T is invertible; similarly, q~l  is invertible. 
The final statement is a consequence of [25, Theorem 2]. • 
EXAMPLE 2.1. AS in Example 1.1 above, with the understanding that the 
involution is specified by matrix transpose, we have the following table: 
14)  (1 ~) (1 4 1 O) (1  1 0 ( 1 0 ) ( 1 0  
q~t (1 0 ) (3  3 ) (4  41) 
EXAgPLE 2.2. AS in Example 1.2 above with ~* = ~, we have q5 t= q5 but 
still q~ does not possess an (epic, monic) factorization. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. In the category ~t' c of finite complex matrices, where the 
involution is complex conjugate transpose, every morphism has a Moore- 
Penrose inverse. In contrast, not every morphism of this category has a group 
inverse: 
1 0) (0 1) 
(01 0) (1 0 
(1 0) (11 0) 
tool (01 0) (00 l O 
3. EP MORPHISMS 
Throughout this section it is understood that q~ : X ~ X is a morphism in a 
category c~ such that the full subcategory X x determined by X is a category 
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with involution. The morphism ~b is said to be EP in T provided that in ~6~: 
(i) ~ has an essentially unique (epic, monic) factorization (~1, Z, q52). 
(ii) ~b* has an essentially unique (epic, monic) factorization (d)~', Z *,0_~).* 
(iii) ff~ = ~1~ for some invertible ~: Z ~ Z*. 
(iv) ~ = ~ff2 for some invertible ~: Z * ~ Z. 
Briefly, ff is EP ff both dp and 0* have images and coimages, and 
im~ = imd?*, coim~ = coim~b*. (See, for example, [14, p. 261].) 
EXAMPLE 3.1. 
is EP, whereas 
In Example 2.1, 
1 0' 1 )(1,0) o):(, 
is not. 
EXAMPLE 3.2. Let ~ be the subcategory of ~z /zz  consisting of the 
two objects 1 and 2 and the following twelve morphisms: 
(o) ,o)C1,  ~2~ o"  o ' 1 ' o"  l J)" (o) (:) 
If X = 2, then X x is a category with the involution of transpose, 
is an essentially unique (epic, monic) factorization of 1 
0)*= 1 1 (oo) 
does not have an (epic, monic) faetorization in c~. That is, condition (ii) is 
independent of condition (i). 
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EXAMPLE 3.3. Let ~ be the subcategory of ~#z/2z consisting of the 
objects 1 and 3 and the eleven morphisms generated by 
O~ ~ f l=(1,0,0) ,  and 7=(0,0 ,1) ,  
namely, 
013,~,  
0,,,1, C1~ ~3D0~.l~,-~,~, 
031, ~t 
where 0ij: i ~ j is the i-by-j zero matrix. If X = 3 and we define 0~3 = 033, 
1~ = 13, (aft)*= aT, (a'/)* = a/3, then X x is a category with involution. 
Now, (a, 1,/3) and (a, 1, 7) are essentially unique (epic, monic) factorizations 
of aft and a-/= (aft)*, respectively, and coimafl = coim(a/3)*, but im aft 
im (aft)*. In other words, condition (iv) is independent of (i), (ii), and (iii). 
In Examples 3.2 and 3.3, although the full subcategory X x has an 
involution, the category c~ itself does not. We observe, however, that if cd is a 
category with involution, then, for example, condition (i) implies (ii) together 
with the equivalence of (iii) and (iv). Indeed, in this case, if (¢1, Z, ¢2) is an 
essentially unique (epic, monic) factorization of qs, then by [25, Lemma 2], 
(¢2", Z, ¢1") is an essentially unique (epic, monic) factorization of qs*, and 
¢2* = ¢1~ iff ¢2 = ~*¢1" 
We now extend a well-known characterization f complex EP matrices to 
EP morphisms with (epic, monic) factorization. (See, for example, [2, p. 164].) 
LEMMA 3.1. I f  ¢ is EP in ~, then ¢ has a group inverse i f f  ¢~ has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse, and in this case ¢~* = ¢~. On the other hand, i f  ¢ has 
both a group inverse and a Moore-Penrose inverse and ¢~*= ¢~, and i f  
(¢1, Z,¢2) is an (epic, monic) factorization of  ep, then ¢ is EP in ~. 
Proof. Let ¢ be EP in ~. From the definition of EP, let ¢14 = (~, 
- * ~ Z. Thus, ¢2¢1~ = ~2¢~, ~¢2¢1 ~dP2 ¢2 for invertible ~: Z ~ Z *, ~': Z * = 
~'¢1; and ~2¢~, ¢~¢1 are invertible iff ff2¢1 is invertible. That is, by Theorems 
1 and 2 above, ¢~* exists iff ¢~ exists, and in this case 
~*= ~1(~2¢1)-2¢2= ~1~ 1(¢2¢1) 1(¢2~1) 1~-1~2 
. -1 .  (~2¢1) ¢2 = 
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Conversely, suppose that q~ and ~t both exist and are equal, and that 
(qSx, Z, q52) is an (epic, monic) [actorization of ~b. By [25, Theorem 1], 0*q~l is 
a retraction and ~*  is a coretraction; thus, 4~ is a retraction and ~,, is a 
coretraction. By [25, Lemma 1], (~5~, Z, fie) is an essentially unique factoriza- 
tion of q5 and condition (i) is satisfied, 
Next, we show that condition (ii) is satisfied. Indeed, q5"=(0~9)  * .... 
q~.(q~0~). = ~.~qs~= q~.q~¢~t. From [25, Theorem 1], qs*~ is a retraction; 
also, since q~z~b~d~ = 1z, then e~zq5 t is a coretraction. Therefore, by [25, Lemma 
1], (q~*~, Z, ~0 ~) is an essentially mfique (epic, monic) factorization of 0", 
and condition (ii) is satisfied. 
Given that q5 n = q~l, then in partietdar 00 t = 0~0. Therefore, since 
,T ,~ = ** = ( , , t~) .  = **(~,~ )* 
then ff~ = q~l~lq~. Similarly, ~2-  , f  • • -q~24~ qhq~z. Since ~z and ~ are monic, 
q~q~t~x is invertible with inverse ff2~*~ff~. Consequently, condition Off) is 
satisfied. Similarly, condition (iv) is satisfied, and q5 is EP in C. • 
In some categories an (epic, monic) factorization of a morphism ~ is 
" forced" by the existence of its Moore-Penrose inverse. (See, for example, 
[29].) In such cases, l_~mma 3.1 implies that q5 is EP in c~ iff q~f = 0t0. In 
general, we now show that ~q~t = ~q~ implies that cg is a fidl subcategory of a 
category in which q5 has an (epic, monic) factorization. 
LEMM_A 3.2. I f  O: X ~ X has a Moore-Penrose inverse and Oep ~= ~,  
then c~ is a ful l  subcategory o f  a category in which ~ has an (epic, monic t 
factorization. 
Proof. By hypothesis, let ~r = q~r = q~t 0. Let ~ consist of the objects and 
the morphisms of c~ together with an additional object X and the totality of 
morphisms 
~= { I~: x - .  x I~13=~)  :Y, -. x 
~= (B :x -~ x I~=~}:x - , ,~  
where a ranges over the morphisms of X x. If the morphisms of 2: are 
represented by aab, where a and b are either ~r or void, ~,a b = a if both a and 
b are void, and aa~ is given as above if a ~ X x and either a or b is ~r, then 
is a category with respect o the following composition: ,a<.. ,.ill, is defined in 
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c~ iff a-f l  is defined in ~, and in this case 
{ ~(a~rfl) b if c is ~r 
aOlc'c~b = a(O~)b i~ C is void. 
The category ~ is a fidl subcategory of c~. Also, if 1 = 1 x, then ~1~ = I x, 
iv:  X --* A" is epic, ~1: X" --* X is monic, and ~. :  X --* :~ is invertible with 
inverse ~bl~ : -~ --, X'. Consequently, ~= I v. (~0~" ~1) provides an (epic, monic) 
factorization of 0 through X in ~. • 
EXAMPLE 3.4. In Example 2.2, if 1 = 1 x and ~r = ~i  = ~, then the given 
category is a full subcategory of the following category, in which (1~, X', .1) is 
an (epic, monic) factorization of th: 
THEOIaEM 3. Let qJ : X --* X be a morphism in a category ~ such that the 
fu l l  subcategory determined by X is a category with involution. I f  ~ has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse, then fY is a ful l  subcategory o f  a category in which q~ 
is EP i f f  epep t = O~q~. 
Proof. Let q~ have a Moore-Penrose inverse in cg. Suppose that ~ is a 
full subcategory of a category c~ in which ~ is EP. In particular, ~ has a 
Moore-Penrose inverse in ~. By Lemma 3.1, @ has a group inverse and 
~# = q~t. Consequently, ~!  = ~.  
Conversely, suppose that ~b~ f = ~tff. By Lemma 3.2, ¢g is a full subcate- 
gory of a category ~ in which ~ has an (epic, monic) factorization. Since 
has a group inverse ~#= ~,  then by Lemma 3.1, 0 is EP in c~. • 
4. CATEGORIES WITH FACTORIZATION 
Throughout his section we assume that X is an object of a category 
with (epic, monic) factorization such that the rid] subcategory X x determined 
by X is a category with involution *. Let X -  1, X #, X ~, X ~*= ~, X ~*~ ¢, and 
X E~" denote, respectively, the collection of morphisms of X x that have 
inverses, have group inverses, have Moore-Penrose inverses, have equal group 
and Moore-Penrose inverses, have unequal group and Moore-Penrose inverses, 
and are EP. 
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A morphism ~: X -~ X is said to be similar, *-equivalent, congruent, or 
*-similar to a morphism ~b ~ X **=f with ~r = ~#~= q~lff provided, respec- 
tively, /~g-~=( . '  for some #~X ~, /~q~v=~ for some ~t ,v~X ~ with 
g/x*~r = ~rgg*, v*vrr = ~rv*v, /,~g* = ~ for some g e X ~, or gqS/, ~ :: ~, for 
some/* ~ X t with/,g*~r = ~rgg*. For ,5 ~ a subset of X == ~, we let --.5", *y ,  
c5 ~, and "5  a denote, respectively, the totality of morphisms that are similar, 
* -equivalent, congruent, and * -similar to a morphism of 6 ~. Finally, ~: X ~ X 
is said to be *-Fitting provided that there exist a morphism e: X --, Z, an 
invertible morphism 0: Z --, Z, and a morphism t: Z --, X such that e~ = eOt 
with tt = 1 z and (et)* = et. (The term "Fitt ing" is suggested by the concept 
of the Fitting decomposition of a linear transformation. See, for example, [10, 
p. 392].) We let X* denote the totality of morphisms of X x that are 
* -Fitting. 
THEOREM 4. Let X be an object of  a category with (epic, moniel 
factorization such that the full subcategory determined by X is a category 
with involution *. Then 
and 
X* = X=r-3 X Er'= X ! r~ xEP= X=--! -- *X* 
~X$c X ~, *~.X$ ~ X ~. cX*G X EP. 
Proof. The equations X n A X EP = X ! f-~ X EP = X = = t fo l low f rom Lemma 
3.1 above. 
Let ff ~ X*. Then for some object Z, ~ = tOt with te = 1 z, (et)* = et, and 
0:Z- -+ Z invertible. By use of the equations that define group and Moore- 
Penrose inverses, it follows that ~= e0- ~t = q~; that is, X* _c X =~= I. 
Conversely, let q5 ~ X ~= f and let (ffl, Z, q~z) be an (epic, monic) factori- 
zation of q~. Since ~ has a Moore-Penrose inverse, then by [24, Lemma 1] 
both q~a and ~2 have Moore-Penrose inverses, q9 = ~,  and ~(/~1 = 1Z = 
q~2q~. In particular, since ¢ = ~t, then 
Therefore, 
~,~= t~ 
-- ,1 ,2  = , , (  << ),2 -- (<< 1<,2  -- ( ,>21 <,2  = t,2, 
where q~2¢~ = lz ,  (6?~¢2)* = ¢t2th2. By Theorem 1 above, d&q51 is invertible; 
therefore, ~ ~ X*. 
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Clearly X*___ *X*. Conversely, ff ~ ~ *X*, then/t¢/x -1= ~k ~ X* with 
/t~*~tk f = ~t/1/~*; since ~b #= ~k ~, then ¢*=/~- l~t  = ~ and ~ ~ X *~=~ c X*. 
Next, -X*  _ X #. Indeed, if ~ ~ -X*, then ~1¢2/~ -~ =/~q~/~- 1 ~ X* _c 
X**; by Theorem 1, ¢2~1 = ¢2/~- 1/x~1 is invertible and q~ ~ X*:. 
If ~ ~ *X*, then/z¢v = ~ ~ X* for ~t, v ~ X -1 with/~#*~k~k  = 66r/~/~*, 
p*vq~q/= ~k~lr*v; by the definition of a Moore-Penrose inverse, ~ = v~b~/z 
and *X* ___ X ~. 
Finally, ,X* _c X Ee. Indeed, let ¢ e ,X*. Then /~¢tt* ~ X* for some 
invertible/~. Since X* _c X EP and /~¢/~* =/~¢~¢2/~*, /~¢*/t* -- #~¢2/~* * *, then 
/~q~ = #q~, q~/~* = ~2/~* for invertible 4, ~, and qs~ = qs~, ff~ = ~2. That 
is, @ ~ X EP. • 
The results of Theorem 4 are displayed in the diagram of Figure 1. In 
particular, the collection X ~ ~, which is represented by the square region 
below X*, is partitioned into four subsets, corresponding to whether or not 
the morphisms are in -X  * and whether or not they are in *X*. Examples 
may be constructed to demonstrate he fact that each of the twelve "regions" 
of the diagram may be nonempty. Of course, for some specific categories, the 
diagram may simplify. 
FIG. 1. Categories with involution and with (epic, monie) factorization. 
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EXAMPL~ 4.1. For every object X of the category JCc of finite complex 
matrices with the involution of complex conjugate transpose, 
X*= ,X* = XEe C_ --X*= X~C_ *X* = X~= X x. 
EXAMPLE 4.2. Let cg be the subcategory of ~¢z/az consisting of the 
following two objects and twenty morphisms: 
1 1 0 '1 1 1 1 1 0 ~. ~o,.~,~o,,~,~, (o t (  o)(0 o)(, )( ot 
1 1 2 2 (,,),(~),(o),(~) (~ o),(~ o).(o~ :),(x x).(,~ o) 
c~ is a category with the involution of transpose and with (epic, monic) 
factorization, in particular, if X = 2, then 
X* = -X* = *X* =,X* 
1 
1 
0) 2 
' 0 
0) 2 
' 2 
1 1 0 l1 0) , (2  0 ) (1   
0),(o 0 
EXAMPLE 4.3. Let c~ be the subcategory of ~¢z/2z consisting of the 
following three objects and fifteen morphisms: 
()c~} 
~_. , (o 
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is a category with the involution of transpose and with (epic, monic) 
factorization. For X = 2, 
, o),(o X*= -X*=X~*= *X*=X~=cX*=((  0 0) , (0  1 
xEP x /(1 
1 
and X *~*~ is empty. 
As a corollary of Theorem 4, other characterizations of *-Fitting mor- 
phisms may be given. In particular, 
eX*NX#=cX*N-X*=X*=cX*N *X*=cX*(~X ~. 
Also, we remark that Theorem 4 may be viewed as an extension of the first 
two parts of a theorem due to Meenakshi [17, Theorem 2.3, p. 161]. Although 
the third part of this theorem does not extend directly, a modification does 
extend and provides still another characterization of X*. Specifically, under 
the conditions of Theorem 4, a morphism ~: X--* X with (epic, monic) 
factorization (~1, Z, ~)  is *-Fitting ifI there is a morphism rr : X -~ X with 
(epic, monic) factorization (~r 1, E, ¢r2) such that ~r = 7r* = 7r 2 with ¢1 = 7r1~, 
~2 = ~7r2 for invertible ~: E ~ Z, ~: Z ~ E. Indeed, if ~ ~ X*, then ,r = ~ 
= ¢~t~ is such a morphism. Conversely, if such a morphism exists, then 
~)l=*rx~, ff2=~rr2 for invertible ~:E--*Z, ~:Z~E;  since ~:E- - *E  is 
invertible, (qrW2)* = ~r* = ~r = ~rffr2, and 7rx~r 2 = ,r = ~r 2 = rq(Tr27rl)~r 2 implies 
~r2~r I = 1 E, then ~ = ~lff~ = ~rl(~)~re is *-Fitting. 
5. ADDIT IVE  CATEGORIES 
In this section we assume that ~ is an additive category with i~wolution 
and with (epic, monic) factorization. (See, for example, [24].) The above 
Examples 4.1 and 4.3 are two such categories under the usual operations of 
matrix addition and multiplication. We provide in this section conditions on 
such a category so that -X*=X*:, *X*= X ~, and cX* = X EP for every 
object X. 
LEMMA 5.1. I f  d?: X--* X is a morphism of an additive category with 
involution and with (epic, monic ) factorization, then ep is *-Fitting i f f  there 
is a *-biproduct (J, t I, ~1, X, e K, t K, K) and an invertible morphism O: ] ~ J 
such that ep = e10t I.
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Proof. Let ~ ~ X* and let ~r = ~q,t = 6?~. By hypothesis, let 
(~q, ], ~r2),((1 x - ~r)~, K,(1 x - ~r)z) be (epic, monic) factorizations of ~r, 
I x - ~r, respectively. Since ~rz~r~ = 11, (1 x - ~r)zrq = Orl , ~r~(1 x - ~r)~ = 0IK , 
( I  x -- ~r)z(1 x -- ~r)~ = l r ,  ~r~rz +(1  x -- ~r)~(1 x -- rr)2 = 1 x with ~rffr z and 
(1 x - ¢r)~(1 x - ~r)2 symmetric, then (], ~rz, ~r~, X,(1 x - ~r)~,(1 x - ~r)e, K)  is a 
*-biproduct.  (See [24].) Also, ~ = q~t~q~b = rq(~rz~h)~r  with ~r~q~r~ : ] ~-~ ]
invertible with inverse ~r2q~ra. 
Conversely,  given a *-biproduct and an invertible 8: ] - *  ] such that 
q~ = e~St I, since tie ~ = 1/, (elt~)* =el t  1, then ~ is *-Fitting. • 
In Example 4.3 above, the *-biproduct of Lemma 5.1 that is associated 
with the identity morphism 1 ~ : 2 ~ 2 is (2,1 ~, 1 ~, 2, 0~o, 0o~, 0); no such bi- 
product  corresponds to ( 1 1) 
I 1, '  
LEMMA 5.2. Let q~ : X ~ X be a morphism o f  an additive category with 
involution and with (epic, monic) factorization. I f  (1, t I, e I, X, e K, t K, K)  is 
a * -biproduct, p : X ~ X, a : X ~ X are invertible, and ~ : ] ~ ] is both epic 
and rrugnic such that pgaa=e1Tt 1, then ¢o~ X ~, X ~, X EP, or X* i f f  ~5 is 
similar, *-equivalent, congruent, or *-similar, respectively, to a morphism 
o f  the form e10t I with 8: ] ~ ] invertible. 
Proof. If ~ is similar, *-equivalent, congruent, or *-similar to eiOt j with 
0 invertible, then by Lemma 5.1 and Theorem 4, ~ X n, X ~, X EP, or X*, 
respectively. 
Let ~ X  ~. Since dp=p- le l~'t lo  lp lp, if O=~' t lo - lp - le l ,  "q= 
r t lo - lp  - leK, then (p lel, ],(Or I + 71tK)P) is an (epic, monic) factorization of 
~. By Theorem 1, (St I + ~ltK)pp- le I = 8: J ~ J is invertible. Consequently,  if
/~ = (1 x + e18- ITItK)p, then /~ i = p l(l x _ el 8 -  I~ItK ) and IzCMt- 1 = eiStt. 
Let ~ ~ X ~. Since ~ has a Moore~Penrose inverse, then (p -  le I, ], ~'tlo t ) 
and (p -  left, ], rio t) are essentially unique (epic, monic) factorizations of ~; 
in particular, ,r is invertible. By [24, Application] t rp  is a *-coretraction and 
oe r is a *-retraction. If t~=[lx--elt lP(tKP)ttK]P,  then /~ a=p i [ l v+ 
elt lp(trp)ttg]  and 
i~- leltll~ = p leltlP -- P-  leltlP( tKP ) ~tKP 
= I x - (,Kp)~LKp -- p-XeK,rP + p-~ertKP(tKp)~,Kp 
= i x - (tgp)ttKP 
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is symmetr ic and gg* commutes with ejt I. Similarly, if v=o[1  x - 
eK(oer)foejtj], then v is invertible and v*v commutes with elt I. Since 
g(hv = efrt I with elt I = (efrt l)(el~tl))= (efrtl))elrtl, then (h is *-equivalent 
to efrt 1. (For additional information on this conclusion, we refer the reader to 
[24]. Also, for some related results in particular categories, see [3, p. 491], [11, 
p. 206], [12, p. 74], [26, p. 147], and [29, p. 514].) 
Let (h ~ X EP. Since (O-lel, 1, ~tlo - l )  and (O %IT, 1, tlo 1) are essen- 
tially unique (epic, monic) factorizations of (h, then r is invertible. Moreover, 
since (o x*tf~*, J, e}~p -1 . )  is an (epic, monic) factorization of (h*, then by 
the definition of EP, $tlo -1= ~e]'p - l *  for some invertible ~: ]~ ]. Since 
elt j = t 1*e j* with e I a retraction and tj a coretraction, then ef = ftj  for some 
invertible f :  J~  J. That is, p(hp* = e1(~f)t I with ~f: 1~ ] invertible. 
Finally, let (h ~ X*. Since (h ~ X #, let g: X ~ X, O: 1~ J be invertible 
such that g(hg- 1 = clot1. Then (h = g -  lelOtlg , (h# = g-  lelO It]p, and (h(h# = 
¢(h = g-~elt lg. Since (h i = ¢ ,  then g-xe?1g is symmetric, and gg* com- 
mutes with elt I = e1Ot1(e1Otl) ) = (ejOtj)iejOtj. In other words, (h is *-similar 
to e jOt I with 0 invertible. • 
An additive category with involution * is said to be a category with 
• -biproduct factorization if for every morphism (h: X---> X there is a 
• -biproduct ]~K = (1, t j, tj, X, e r, t K, K), invertible morphisms p: X ~ X, 
o : X ~ X, and a morphism ~": ] ---> J which is both epic and monic such that 
p(ht~ = elrtl; that is, since biproducts mimic block matrix multiplication, in 
the notation of [24], 
"r O) : J~K --* J~K.  
o 
THEOREM 5. 
and with *-biproduct factorization, then 
Moreover, i f  
I f  X is an object of  an additive category with involution * 
with (h ~ X x, J~K  a *-biproduct, and "r: J---> ] both epic and monic, then 
-X  :~ = X :¢, ~*X ~: = X t, zrX • = xEP .  
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O~X ~, X ~, X EF, or X* iff  q) is similar, *-equivalent, cougruenL or 
*-similar, respectively, to a morphism of the form 
O) : ]~K ~ J~K,  (00 ,  
with 0 : J -~ J invertible, 
Proof. The first part of the theorem is an immediate consequence of 
Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.2, and Theorem 4. The second part of the theorem is 
an alternative version of Lemma 5.2. [] 
APPLICATION. Let Jr '  D be the category of finite matrices over a pri~- 
cipal-ideal domain D with involution. If ~: n-- ,  n is a morphism of de- 
terminantal rank r, then ff is equivalent to 
0) 
,0 0 :rqg(,~ - r ) -~r~(n- r ) ,  
where ~" is a diagonal matrix of nonzero elements. (See, for example, [15, p. 
176].) Thus, with respect o the usual involution of conjugate transpose and 
by use of the standard *-biproduct 
( ( i t )  I ) 
..... - " " ((),, ,. r ,  1 , ,  r ) '  r| - -  l" r , ( l r ,0  r ), (),, ,n ,  1, ' " 
, r .  r 
J r '  D is an additive category with invohttion and with *-biproduct factoriza- 
tion; that is, Theorem 5 is applicable. In particular, such a ¢p has a group 
inverse, has a Moore-Penrose inverse, is EP, or is *-Fitting, respectively, iff 0 
is similar, *-equivalent, congruent, or *-similar to a morphism of the form 
0 O) 
,,0 0 : r@(n- r )~r~(n- r )  
with O: r ---, r invertible. 
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